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LEGAL ADVISOR Subscribe Form
(Due diligence + legal consulting)

The Client is a foreign merchant who will purchase from(or do business with) a Chinese supplier (or business
partner, herein referred as “Target Company”) and is concerned about Target Company’s commercial reliability
and capability, hereby subscribe CLN Law Firm(herein referred as "CLN")’s LEGAL ADVISOR service by this form.

CLN’s service under this agreement is to provide due diligence through online/offline official archives and all
other available resource and database, with conclusive judgement and explain why, whether Target Company is
reliable; If Client continuously do business with Target Company after CLN’s due diligence conclusion, to provide
legal consulting as Client’s attorney during process of Client’s business transaction with Target Company, which
includes:

1. Guide the Client and teach how to negotiate with Target Company during pre-transaction process;
2. Identify scam trap which may hide in Client’s business transaction with target company;
3. Review trade docs and payment/deliver terms, to prevent Client from possible legal risks;
4. Provide solution as per China legal practice, to dispel misunderstanding & protect Client’s legal rights;
5. Instant legal consulting whenever Client feel something unsafe during the transaction;
6. Other legal advise to ensure Client be safely protected under Chinese & international laws;

By provide Legal advisor service, CLN assume Client will not be scammed, or if legal dispute happen, ensure
Client have a strong, solid and enforceable case as per Chinese & international law at Chinese court.

Client may provide a series of Target Companies for CLN to conduct due diligence and make conclusion, but
CLN’s Legal Advisor service utilize only in one actual purchasing or transaction.

CLN’s service compensation under this agreement is a flat fee of USD800. If any commercial dispute still happen,
CLN agrees such compensation could be a part of legal fees of following actions, be deducted from further
payment if Client continuously hire CLN as its attorney.

CLN’s duty under this agreement limits to above-mentioned legal affairs and is initiated by client only, CLN will
not participate or intervene each and all of Client’s commercial activities, Client remains sole position to make
all business decisions during the process.

CLN will do its lawyer’s duty with good faith, but due to various practical limitation, CLN cannot guarantee all
its judgment/advice are totally and completely correct, and will be immunity from legal and financial liability if
its judgment or advice be proved not correct, unless the Client have evidence to prove that CLN have provided
wrong judgment or advice deliberately.

CLN will keep strict confidential for Client’s commercial information obtained from execution of this agreement,
never disclose to any third party without permission of the Client.

CLN’s due diligence work will start immediately and provide conclusive report within maximum 3 working days
upon receipt of Client’s payment. Please fill-in, stamp, sign, date and reverse this letter to CLN.

THE CLN LAW FIRM

Website: www.clndebt.com Email: info@clndebt.com
3 Floor, Suite 152, 3938 Huqingping Road, Shanghai 201703, P.R.China

Approved and accepted by:

(Client company name)

Client signature: _____________________________________ Date:______________________
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